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Abstract
Social media has become an inevitable part of individuals’ social and business
lives. Its benefits come with various negative consequences. One major concern
is the prevalence of detrimental online behavior on social media, such as online
harassment and cyberbullying. In this study, we aim to address the computational
challenges associated with harassment detection in social media by developing
a machine-learning framework with three distinguishing characteristics. (1) It
uses minimal supervision in the form of expert-provided key phrases that are
indicative of bullying or non-bullying. (2) It detects harassment with an ensemble
of two learners that co-train one another; One learner examines the language
content in the message, and the other learner considers the social structure. (3) It
incorporates distributed word and graph-node representations by training nonlinear
deep models. The model is trained by optimizing an objective function that balances
a co-training loss with a weak-supervision loss. We evaluate the effectiveness of
our approach using post-hoc, crowdsourced annotation of Twitter data, finding that
our deep ensembles outperform previous non-deep methods for weakly supervised
harassment detection. We also evaluate on a new benchmark to measure the
sensitivity of the detectors to language describing particular social groups.
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Introduction

The advent of social media has revolutionized human communication. Social media owes its
increasing popularity to its uncountable positive influences on individuals’ social and business lives.
It makes people closer to each other, provides access to enormous real-time information, and eases
marketing and business. Despite these benefits, social media has amplified some detrimental aspects
of society. Online harassment and cyberbullying are among the major adverse consequences of social
media’s popularity. According to the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry [1],
victims of bullying can be suffer interference to social and emotional development and even be drawn
to extreme behavior such as attempted suicide. Any widespread bullying enabled by technology
represents a serious social health threat.
In this paper, we consider a machine-learning approach for harassment-based cyberbullying detection.
We approach to the cyberbullying detection problem from different angle than many machine-learning
algorithms proposed thus far. Most machine learning methods for this problem consider supervised
text-based cyberbullying detection, classifying social media posts as “bullying” or “non-bullying.” In
these approaches, crowdsource workers annotate the data, and then a supervised classifier is applied to
classify the posts. There are, however several challenges related to these approaches. Fully annotating
data requires human intervention, which is costly and time consuming. And without considering
social context, differentiating bullying from less harmful behavior is difficult due to complexities
underlying cyberbullying and related behavior. Our approach aims to encode such complexities into
an efficiently learnable model.
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We use machine learning with weak supervision, which significantly alleviates the need for human
experts to perform tedious data annotation. Our weak supervision is in the form of expert-provided
key phrases that are highly indicative of bullying. We refer to our proposed framework as the
co-trained ensemble method, which trains two detectors to extrapolate from the weak supervision
to form a rich, multi-faceted model. One detector identifies bullying by examining the language
content in messages; another detector considers the social structure to detect bullying. Each detector
is using different body of information, and the individual detectors co-train one another to come to an
agreement about the bullying concept. They seek consensus on whether examples in unlabeled data
are cases of cyberbullying or not.
We represent the language and users as vectors of real numbers with embedding models. For example,
word2vec [15, 16] is a popular word-embedding model that represents words with low-dimensional
vectors. And node2vec [6] is a framework for learning continuous feature representations for nodes
in networks. We use word and user vectors as the input to language-based and user-based classifiers,
respectively. We examine two strategies when incorporating vector representations of words and
users. First, using existing doc2vec [13]—an extension of word embedding—models as inputs to
the learners. Second, creating new embedding models specifically geared for our specific task of
harassment detection, which we train in an end-to-end manner during optimization of the model,
incorporating the unsupervised doc2vec and node2vec loss function into our co-training objective.
To train the model, we construct an optimization problem made up of a regularizer and two sets of
loss functions: a co-training loss that penalizes the disagreement between the deep language-based
model and the deep user-based model, and a weak-supervision loss that is the classification loss on
weakly labeled messages.
We evaluate our approach on Twitter data, which is one of the public-facing social media platforms
with the most frequency of cyberbullying. We use a human-curated list of key phrases indicative of
bullying as the weak supervision, and assess the precision of detections by variations of the framework.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach using post-hoc, crowdsourced annotation of Twitter.
We quantitatively demonstrate that our weakly supervised deep models improves precision over a
non-deep variation of the model. In addition, we measure how biased and discriminative the proposed
algorithm is against particular targeted groups including but not limited to race, gender, religion, and
sexual orientations. Our experiments show that our proposed framework—which combines of weak
supervision, co-training, and deep, nonlinear detectors—performs better than a model lacks any one
of these three characteristics.
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Related Work

Many researchers have proposed computational methods for automated online harassment and
cyberbullying detection. Most methods developed so far use supervised classification algorithms to
classify messages as “bullying” or “non-bullying” by extracting language features. Some proposed
gender-specific language features to classify users into male and female groups to improve the
discrimination capacity of a classifier for cyberbullying detection [4]. Others applied a lexical
syntactic feature (LSF) [3] approach to detect offensive content in social media and users who send
offensive messages. Others focused on detecting of textual cyberbullying in YouTube comments
by manually labeling 4,500 YouTube comments and applying binary and multi-class classifiers
[5]. Another approach used the number, density and the value of offensive words as features for
cyberbullying identification on the Formspring service [21]. There have been many contributions in
designing special features: using features learned by topic models as well as curse words weighted
by TF-IDF [17], using sentiment features [24], applying vulgar language expansion using string
similarity [19], extracting features based on association rule techniques [14], and using static, social
structure features [12]. Additionally, some studies have involved firsthand accounts of young persons,
yielding insights on new features for bullying detection and strategies for mitigation [2]. Hosseinmardi
et al. [7, 8, 9, 10] conducted several studies analyzing cyberbullying on different online platforms,
with findings that highlight cultural differences among the platforms.
Our work directly builds off a recent paper that introduced the participant-vocabulary consistency
(PVC) method [20], which uses a similar paradigm of viewing the learning tasks as seeking consensus
between language-based and user-based perspectives of the problem. PVC uses simple key-phrase
presence and a two-parameter user characterization, scoring how much a user tends to bully and
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how much they tend to be victimized, as its vocabulary and participant detectors, respectively. Our
approaches replaces these with richer classifiers.
Recent reactions to a Google Jigsaw-released tool for quantifying toxicity of online conversations (see
e.g., [22]) have highlighted an important aspect of any automated harassment or bullying detection:
fairness, especially in the context of false positives. A serious concern of these detectors is how
differently they flag language used by or about particular groups of people. We begin to address this
issue with a benchmark analysis in our experiments.
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Co-Trained Ensembles

Our learning framework uses co-trained ensembles of weakly supervised detectors. In this section, we
first describe them generally, then we describe the specific instantiations we use in our experiments.
For social media data, we consider a set of users U and a set of messages M . Each message m ∈ M
is sent from user s(m) to user r(m). In other words, the functions s and r return the sender and
receiver, respectively, of their input message. The input data takes on this form, with some of the
messages annotated with weak supervision.
General Framework We define two types of classifiers for harassment detection: message classifiers and user-relationship classifiers (or user classifiers for short). Message classifiers take a
single message as input and output a classification score for whether the message is an example of
harassment, i.e., f : M 7→ R. User classifiers take an ordered pair of users as input and output a score
indicating whether one user is harassing the other user, i.e., g : U 2 7→ R. For message classifiers, our
framework accommodates a generalized form of weakly supervised loss function ` (which could be
straightforwardly extended to also allow full or partial supervision). Let Θ be the model parameters
for the combined ensemble of both classifiers. The training objective is
1 X
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where the first loss function is a consistency loss, and the second loss function is the weak supervision
loss. The consistency loss penalizes the disagreement between the scores output by the message
classifier for each message and the user classifier for the sender and receiver of the message.
We experiment with different variations of this framework that arise from instantiating the weak
supervision loss and different classification models for the user and message classifiers.
Key-Phrase Weak Supervision Loss Our weak supervision relies on annotated lists of key-phrases
that are indicative or counter-indicative of harassment. For example, various swear words and slurs
are common indicators of bullying, while positive-sentiment phrases such as “thanks” are counterindicators. Let there be a set of indicator phrases and a set of counter-indicator phrases for harassment.
Our weak supervision loss ` is based on the fraction of indicators and counter-indicators in each
message, so for a message containing n(m) total key-phrases, let n+ (m) denote the number of
indicator phrases in message m and n− (m) denote the number of counter-indicator phrases in the
message. Our weak supervision
loss is then
n
o

n
o
−
+
(m)
(m)
`(ym ) = − log min 1, 1 + (1 − nn(m)
) − ym
. (2)
− log min 1, 1 + ym − nn(m)
Models For the message classifiers, we use a randomly hashed bag of n-grams (BoW) model with
1,000 hash functions [23], a linear classifier based on the pre-trained doc2vec vector of messages
trained on our Twitter dataset [13], a custom-trained embedding model with each word represented
with 100 dimensions (emb), and a recurrent neural network (LSTM) with 2 hidden layers of 100
dimensionality (RNN). The emb and RNN models are trained end-to-end to optimize our overall loss
function, and the vector-based models (BoW, doc2vec) are trained to only adjust the linear classifier
weights given the fixed vector representations for each message.
For user classifiers, we use a linear classifier on concatenated vector representations of the sender and
receiver user nodes. For our first user classifier (vec), we pre-train a node2vec [6] representation of the
communication graph, which uses an algorithm designed to find vector representations that organize
nodes based on their network roles and communities they belong to. Our other user classifier (emb)
directly trains vector embeddings of the nodes to optimize our objective function in an end-to-end
manner.
3
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Experiments

Mirroring the setup initially used to evaluate PVC [20], we construct our weak supervision signal by
collecting a dictionary of 3,461 offensive key-phrases (unigrams and bigrams) [18]. We augment this
with a list of positive opinion words in [11]. The offensive phrases are our weak indicators and the
positive words are our counter-indicators.
We use the data collected by Raisi & Huang [20]. They collected data from Twitter’s public
API, extracting tweets containing offensive-language words posted between November 1, 2015,
and December 14, 2015. They then extracted conversations and reply chains that included these
tweets. They then used snowball sampling to gather tweets in a wide range of topics. After some
preprocessing, the Twitter data contains 180,355 users and 296,308 tweets.
4.1

Precision Analysis

We use post-hoc human annotation to measure how well the outputs of the algorithms agree with
annotator opinions about bullying. We asked crowdsourcing workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk
to evaluate the discovery of cyberbullying interactions of all methods. First, we average the user and
message classification score of each message. Then, we extract the 100 messages most indicated to
be bullying by each method. Finally, we collected the full set of messages sent between the sender
and receiver of these messages. We showed the annotators the anonymized conversations and asked
them, “Do you think either user 1 or user 2 is harassing the other?” The annotators indicated either
“yes,” “no,” or “uncertain.” We collected five annotations per conversation.
In Fig. 1, we plot the precision@k of the top 100 interactions for all the combinations of message and
user detectors. We compare these methods with each other and against PVC [20]. The precision@k
is the proportion of the top k interactions returned by each method that the majority of annotators
agreed seemed like bullying. For each of the five annotators, we score a positive response as +1, a
negative response as -1, and an uncertain response as 0. We sum these annotation scores for each
interaction, and we consider the interaction to be harassment if the score is greater than or equal to 3.
Considering the BoW message detector, the best precision is when BoW message detector is combined
with the node2vec user detector. Interestingly, BoW by itself does quite well; its precision is slightly
lower than BoW with the node2vec user learner. The BoW message learner with the embedding
user detector does not perform well. The embedding message detector, after interaction 20, with
and without the user detector does about the same, but noticeably much better than PVC. The RNN
message detector by itself has high precision, similarly to when combined with the node2vec user
detector, which leads to a slightly lower precision. RNN when combined with the embedding user
detector has the lowest precision, similar to PVC. The word2vec message detector when combined
with the node2vec user learner has the best precision, better than the word2vec message detector
alone. The precision of word2vec combined with the embedding user detector is worse than PVC.
To sum up, the BoW and word2vec message detectors when combined with the node2vec user detector
had better precision than when combined with the embedding user detector and not having a user
learner at all. The RNN message detector has the best precision without any user learner, slightly better
than when combined with the node2vec user learner. The precision of the embedding message learner
is almost the same for all user learners. For all of the methods, there is a significant improvement
over PVC. It is worth mentioning that the embedding user learner has the best performance when
combined with embedding message learners, otherwise its precision is poor.
4.2

Identity Statements

We create a corpus of sentences using the combination of some sensitive keywords describing different
attributes: sexual orientation, race, gender, and religion. We generate statements of identity (e.g., “I
am a black woman.”) that are not harassment. An ideal, fair language-based detector should treat
these keywords equitably, not estimating higher scores for any keyword over any other.
Score-Based Comparison Using different combination of message and user learners (12 methods
in total), we computed the average score of sentences containing each keyword. Since none of
these statements are in fact reasonable examples of harassment, the ideal score should be low; any
high scores are false positives. The rnn_emb combination has the lowest score of 0.147. Next,
rnn_node2vec (0.257) and emb_none (0.381) also have reasonable low scores. Methods that returned
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Figure 1: Precision@k for bullying interactions on Twitter using the combination of message and user learners,
and PVC.

high average scores include bow_node2vec (0.536), bow_none (0.543), and emb_node2vec (0.588).
The RNN message detector when combined with a user detector (node2vec or embedding) are
among the least sensitive to these identity statements. The BoW message detector generally (with
and without a user learner) and the embedding message detector combined with the node2vec user
learner have higher scores. We believe these differences may illustrate the fact that the RNN model
attempts to consider the sequence of language and its structure more than the orderless bag-of-words
representation, but more study is necessary to make definitive conclusions.
Keyword Score Comparisons We compute the average score of sensitive keywords according
to each method to find out which keywords have highest score (more falsely positive), and which
keywords have the lowest score. We show the results for two methods: rnn_node2vec and rnn_none.
In Fig. 2, three keywords “black,” “boy,” and “queer” have the highest score by both methods. The
words “black” and “queer” were in our negative seed words, so this reveals a need to be more careful
about which words are included in the weak supervision. One hypothesis why the word “boy” is
among the highest-scored words is that this word co-occurs with many offensive words in the Twitter
data. Generally, the score of all keywords returned by rnn_node2vec is lower than rnn_none, which
suggests that the learning algorithm that co-trains using social structure helps to reduce the bias and
sensitivity of the RNN message detector. The score of “woman” was not higher than the score of
“man” for both methods, and the score of “girl” was much lower than the score of “boy,” while in a
model biased against women, we expect to observe the reverse behavior.
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Figure 2: Average score of statements containing each keyword by rnn_node2vec and rnn_none.
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Conclusion

We present a method for detecting online harassment using weak supervision. Harassment detection
requires managing the time-varying nature of language, the difficulty of labeling the data, and
complexity of understanding the social structure behind these behaviors. We developed a weakly
supervised framework in which two learners train each other to form a consensus whether the social
interaction is bullying by incorporating nonlinear embedding models. Our preliminary experiments
show that co-training can help improve precision as well as produce more equitable models.
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